Abstract: This paper presents a computational approach to intelligence analysis and its current implementation into a cognitive assistant called Disciple-CD. Intelligence analysis is viewed as ceaseless discovery of evidence, hypotheses, and arguments in a non-stationary world, involving cooperative processes of evidence in search of hypotheses, hypotheses in search of evidence, and evidentiary tests of hypotheses. Disciple-CD helps intelligence analysts formulate hypotheses, develop arguments that reduce complex hypotheses to simpler and simpler ones, collect evidence to evaluate the simplest hypotheses, assess the relevance, believability, and inferential force of evidence, and finally the likeliness of the hypotheses.
Introduction
Intelligence analysts and others face the difficult task of drawing defensible and persuasive conclusions from masses of information of all kinds that come from a variety of different sources. Many books and papers have been written on the obvious complexity of such tasks (Schum, 1987 (Schum, , 2001a Cooper, 2008; Tecuci et al., 2011a) . The mass of evidence upon which conclusions eventually rest has five major characteristics that make conclusions drawn from evidence necessarily probabilistic in nature. Our evidence is always incomplete no matter how much we have, and is commonly inconclusive in the sense that it is consistent with the truth of more than one hypothesis or possible explanation. Further, the evidence is frequently ambiguous; we cannot always determine exactly what the evidence is telling us. A mass of evidence is in most situations dissonant to some degree; some of it favors one hypothesis or possible explanation but other evidence favors other hypotheses. Finally, all of our intelligence evidence comes from sources having any possible gradation of believability or credibility shy of perfection. Arguments, often stunningly complex, are necessary in order to establish and defend the three major credentials of evidence: its relevance, believability, and inferential force or weight. These arguments rest upon both imaginative and critical reasoning on the part of intelligence analysts.
But these assorted evidential characteristics are not the only elements of the complexity of intelligence analysis tasks. For example, in many situations the analysts have to rapidly perform their analyses without having much time for collecting relevant evidence, and for performing a detailed analysis.
Identifying the complexities of intelligence analysis is actually the easy part. What is not so easy are efforts to assist analysts in coping with the complexities of the evidential reasoning tasks they routinely face. This paper presents a systematic computational approach to hypotheses analysis which is based on the emerging science of evidence (Schum, 2009) , artificial intelligence (Tecuci, 1998) , logic and probability (Schum, 2001a) . This approach is implemented in the Disciple-CD cognitive assistant which helps automate significant portions of the hypotheses analysis process, helping intelligence analysts in coping with many analytic complexities. The name Disciple-CD is an abbreviation of Disciple cognitive assistant for Connecting the Dots..
In the next section we present a view of intelligence analysis as a process of ceaseless discovery in a non-stationary world, process involving evidence in search of hypotheses (primarily through abductive reasoning), hypotheses in search of evidence (primarily through deductive reasoning), and evidential tests of hypotheses (primarily through inductive reasoning), all going on at the same time. In Section 3 we show how Disciple-CD helps performing this process by employing a general divide and conquer reasoning strategy called problem reduction and solution synthesis. Then Section 4 discusses the abstraction of reasoning used in Disciple-CD to facilitate the browsing and understanding of complex arguments. Section 5 discusses the Disciple-CD implementation of the hypotheses in search of evidence process. Section 6 defines the major credentials of evidence (relevance, believability and inferential force or weight) and how they are used to assess hypotheses. After that, Section 7 presents a substance-blind classification of evidence and how it is used in assessing the believability of evidence. Section 8 presents how an analyst can perform analyses at different levels of details, and use assumptions to deal with lack of evidence or analysis time. Section 9 presents the learning and reuse of analytic expertise, and Section 10 concludes the paper with a summary of the main features of developed computational approach and Disciple-CD.
Discovery: Generating Hypotheses, Evidence, and Arguments
All intelligence analyses, in common with analytic activities in any other context, begin with the asking of questions about matters of interest. These questions can arise from the analysts themselves or from other persons, such as the policy or decision makers, who are being served by intelligence analysts. These questions can concern possible explanations for events or situations in the past or possible predictions about events or situations in the future. In many cases these questions are bound together. In order to predict possible events in the future we need accurate explanations for related events in the past. The field of intelligence analysis has many inherent difficulties, but none seem more difficult than the fact that analysts must provide their explanations or predictions in a non-stationary world. In short, the world keeps changing as analysts are trying their best to understand it well enough to provide explanations or to make predictions. One consequence is that we have continuing streams of new information, some items of which we will assess as being relevant evidence regarding our explanations or predictions. An explanation for some pattern of past events analysts have previously regarded as correct may now seem incorrect in light of new evidence just discovered today. A prediction regarded as very likely today may be overtaken by events we will learn about tomorrow. In fact, the very questions we have asked yesterday may need to be revised or may even seem unimportant in light of what we learn today. One consequence of all of this is that the process of discovery or investigation in intelligence analysis is a ceaseless activity. It would be a drastic mistake to view discovery in intelligence analysis as being a stationary activity in a non-stationary world.
What exactly does discovery involve, or what needs to be discovered in intelligence analysis? The answer is: hypotheses, evidence, and arguments linking hypotheses and evidence. From observations we make, or questions we ask, we generate alternative hypotheses or propositions offered in explanation for past events or possible predictions about future events. In the continual streams of data or information provided to intelligence analysts only a minute fraction of these data are justified as being termed evidence. Data or items of information only become evidence when their relevance to hypotheses being considered is established by defensible and persuasive arguments. What is true is that establishing these three ingredients of all intelligence analyses is a very complex activity involving imaginative as well as critical reasoning. Discovery in intelligence analysis involves mixtures of all three forms of reasoning that have been identified: abduction, deduction, and induction. As we know, deduction shows that something is necessarily true, induction shows that something is probably true, and abduction shows that something is possibly true. The identification of abductive reasoning was first made by the American philosopher Charles S. Peirce, who argued that we will not generate any new ideas, in the form of hypotheses, by deductive or inductive reasoning. He identified abductive reasoning as being associated with imaginative, creative, or insightful reasoning (Peirce, 1898; 1901) .
But now we must return to intelligence analysis being a ceaseless discovery-related activity performed in a non-stationary world. On at least some accounts it may appear that the generation of a productive hypothesis occurs as a result of a single glorious episode of abductive or imaginative reasoning on the part of a particular intelligence analyst (Schum, 2001b) . Barring clairvoyance or divine intervention, this seems quite unlikely. Tying discovery to just abductive reasoning overlooks the true complexity of discovery in intelligence analysis and in many other contexts. Remember that we have three things to be discovered in intelligence analysis: hypotheses, evidence, and arguments linking evidence to hypotheses. The fact that the world is changing all the while we are trying to understand it means that we have evidence in search of hypotheses, hypotheses in search of evidence, and evidential tests of hypotheses all going on at the same time. What this means is that discovery in intelligence analysis involves mixtures of abductive, deductive, and inductive reasoning. By means of abductive reasoning we generate hypotheses from evidence we gather; by deductive reasoning, we make use of our hypotheses to generate new lines of inquiry and evidence; and by inductive reasoning we test hypotheses on the basis of the evidence we are discovering. Such testing depends on the relevance and the believability of our evidence. These factors combine in further complex ways to allow us to assess the inferential force or weight of the evidence we are considering.
We have developed a computational theory of how an intelligent agent may support an analyst in this process of ceaseless discovery of evidence, hypotheses, and arguments linking them. This is briefly described by using the diagram in Figure 1 . Consider that you are an intelligence analyst and receive a tip from an informant that a company owned by Aum Shinrikyo, a Japanese apocalyptic sect, has recently acquired a significant amount of sarin. This is evidence E* at the bottom left of Figure 1 . This tip arouses your curiosity because of your concern about terrorist acts in the Tokyo area. The question is: What hypothesis would explain this observation? You experience a flash of insight that Aum Shinrikyo might use chemical weapons in the Tokyo subway. This is hypothesis H at the top-left of Figure 1 . However, no matter how imaginative or important the hypothesis H is, no one will take it seriously unless you are able to justify it. So you develop the chain of abductive inferences shown in the left side of Figure 1 and in Table 1 .
Table 1 Abductive reasoning steps justifying a hypothesis
There is evidence that Aum has acquired a significant amount of sarin (E*).
Therefore it is possible that Aum has acquired a significant amount of sarin (E). Therefore it is possible that Aum is pursuing sarin-based chemical weapons (F). Therefore it is possible that Aum will use chemical weapons in a crowded area (G). Therefore it is possible that Aum will use chemical weapons in the Tokyo subway (H).
The chain of inferences from the left side of Figure 1 and from Table 1 show the possibility that Aum will use chemical weapons in the Tokyo subway. Can you then conclude that this will actually happen? No because there are many other hypotheses that may explain evidence E*, as shown in the left side of Figure 1 and discussed below.
First, just because we have evidence E* about an event E does not mean that the event E has actually happened. That is, just because our informant says that Aum has acquired a significant amount of sarin does not mean that it has indeed done that. At issue here is the believability of this informant. What if the informant is mistaken or deceptive? Thus an alternative hypothesis is E c : Aum has not acquired a significant amount of sarin. But let us assume that Aum has indeed acquired a significant amount of sarin, and therefore it is possible that it will use it to build chemical weapons (hypothesis F). But Aum's chemical products company may have bought sarin to manufacture its commercial products (hypothesis F'), not chemical weapons, and so on. This is the process of evidence in search of hypotheses, shown in the left side of Figure 1 . We cannot conclude that Aum will use chemical weapons in the Tokyo subway (i.e. hypothesis H) until we consider all the competing hypotheses and show that those on the chain from E* to H are actually more likely than their competing hypotheses. That is, we need to show that each of E, F, G, and H is more likely than its competing hypotheses. But to analyze all these competing hypotheses and make such an assessment, we need additional items of evidence. How can we get them? As represented in the right side of Figure 1 and discussed below, we put each hypothesis at work to guide us in the collection of additional evidence.
Let us suppose that we have shown that E and F are more likely than their competing hypotheses. For example, F is very likely while F' is only likely. Now we have to assess G, G', … . To obtain evidence relevant to G, we successively decompose G into simpler and simpler hypotheses, as shown in the right side of Figure 1 . G would be true if K and M would be true. Then M would be true if the events N, P, and Q would be true. Thus we look for evidence that these events have happened and find N*, P 1 *, P 2 *, and Q*. This is the process of hypotheses in search of evidence that guides the evidence collection task. Now some of the newly discovered items of evidence (e.g. N*) may trigger new hypotheses (or the refinement of the current hypotheses). Therefore, as indicated at the bottom of Figure 1 , the processes of evidence in search of hypotheses and hypotheses in search of evidence take place at the same time, and in response to one another.
Then we use the identified evidence to assess the likeliness of G. In the developed computational theory of intelligence analysis (Tecuci et al., 2011b) , hypotheses assessment is based on a combination of ideas from the Baconian probability system (Cohen, 1977; Schum, 2001a) and from the Fuzzy probability system (Zadeh, 1983; Schum, 2001a) , and uses a symbolic probability scale. In particular, in Disciple-CD, the likeliness of a hypothesis (e.g., G) may have one of the following ordered values: no support < likely < very likely < almost certain < certain In this scale, no support means that our evidence does not support the conclusion that the hypothesis is true. This may change if new evidence favoring it is later found.
The likeliness of an upper-level hypothesis (e.g., G) is obtained from the likeliness of its sub-hypotheses (i.e., K and M) by using min or max Baconian and Fuzzy combination functions, depending on whether the sub-hypotheses K and M represent necessary and sufficient conditions for the hypothesis G, sufficient conditions, or just indicators.
Competing hypotheses to G (e.g., G') are assessed in a similar way and the most likely one is selected. But if no hypothesis is more likely than all of its competitors, then the processes of hypotheses in search of evidence, and evidence in search of hypotheses have to be resumed, as shown by the arrows at the bottom of Figure 1 .
As will be discussed in the next sections, Disciple-CD supports the analyst in performing such an analysis. First, it has a significant amount of knowledge about evidence from the science of evidence. Second, it is a learning system that can learn general analysis rules from an expert analyst and uses them in future analyses.
Computational Approach to Hypothesis Analysis: Problem Reduction and Solution Synthesis
Disciple-CD partially implements the approach discussed in the previous section. It allows its user to formulate hypotheses, develop arguments that reduce complex hypotheses to simpler and simpler ones, collect evidence relevant to the simplest hypotheses, and finally assess the relevance, the believability, and the inferential force of evidence, and the likeliness of the hypotheses. We will present these capabilities in the following.
First the analyst has to specify the hypothesis to analyze. If this is a completely new hypothesis, like the following one, then the analyst will formulate it in natural language, selecting the specific entities used in it (i.e., Aum Shinrikyo and sarin-based weapons):
Assess whether Aum Shinrikyo is pursuing sarin-based weapons.
This guides Disciple-CD to learn a general hypothesis analysis pattern: "Assess whether ?O1 develops ?O2." In the future, when the analyst needs to assess a similar hypothesis, such as "Assess whether Z-group is pursuing botulinum-based weapons", he/she can simply instantiate this pattern.
Next the analyst and Disciple-CD need to develop an evidence-based argumentation for assessing the likeliness of the hypothesis. They do this by employing a general divideand-conquer approach to problem solving, called problem reduction and solution synthesis, which has a grounding in the problem reduction representations developed in Artificial Intelligence (Nilsson, 1977; Powell and Schmidt, 1988; Tecuci, 1988; 1998) , and in the argument construction methods provided by the noted jurist John H. Wigmore (1937) , the philosopher of science Stephen Toulmin (1963) , and the evidence professor David Schum (1987; 2001a) .
A guiding principle in the development of Disciple-CD was to employ a problem solving paradigm that is both natural enough for the analyst and formal enough to be automatically executed by the Disciple-CD agent. This resulted in an inquiry-driven approach where a complex hypothesis is assessed by:
• Successively reducing it, from top-down, to simpler and simpler hypotheses, guided by introspective questions and answers; • Assessing the simplest hypotheses based on evidence; and • Successively combining, from bottom-up, the assessments of the simpler hypotheses, until the assessment of the top-level hypothesis is obtained. This approach is illustrated in Figure 2 and discussed in the following. Table 2 shows how a question and its answer guide the reduction of the top-level hypothesis analysis problem from the top of Figure 2 into four sub-problems.
Table 2 Problem reduction guided by a question and answer

We have to:
Which is a sufficient condition? Aum Shinrikyo has reasons and desire to pursue sarin-based weapons, and is developing capabilities to secretly acquire and use them.
Therefore we have to:
Assess whether Aum Shinrikyo has reasons to acquire and use sarin-based weapons. Assess whether Aum Shinrikyo desires to acquire and use sarin-based weapons. Assess whether Aum Shinrikyo is developing capabilities to secretly acquire sarin-based weapons. Assess whether Aum Shinrikyo is developing capabilities to use sarin-based weapons.
Figure 2 Problem reduction and solution synthesis
Let us now assume that we have obtained the following assessments or solutions of the four sub-problems in Table 2 : certain, certain, almost certain, and very likely, respectively (as shown Figure 2 ). Then the solution of the top-level problem, corresponding to this sufficient condition, is the minimum of the four solutions (i.e., very likely), because each of the four sub-hypotheses would need to be true to assure that the top-level hypothesis is true. This value and the min function that produced it are associated with the question/answer pair and displayed as "very likely (min)", as shown in Figure 2 .
In general, as will be illustrated below, there may be more than one strategy to reduce a hypothesis to simpler hypotheses, each resulting in a possibly different solution. In such a case, the solution of the hypothesis should be taken as the maximum of all these possible solutions. In this particular example, since we only have one strategy, the solution of the top-level problem is max(very likely) = very likely.
Ideally, a hypothesis would be reduced to several sub-hypotheses that would represent a necessary and sufficient condition. However, many times it will not be easy to identify a necessary and sufficient condition to reduce a hypothesis. In such a case, a second best reduction would be a sufficient condition, like the one from the top of Figure 2 . A common example of a sufficient condition is a scenario in which the considered hypothesis would be true. Another common example is a strategy or plan to perform an action which would result in a state where the hypothesis would be true. The middle part of Figure 2 , for instance, shows two possible strategies for Aum Shinrikyo to secretly acquire sarin-based weapons: it can secretly make them or it can secretly buy them. Each strategy has to be assessed and their maximum represents the assessment of the hypothesis that Aum Shinrikyo is developing capabilities to secretly acquire sarin-based weapons.
Most of the time when we are assessing a hypothesis we only have indicators. An indicator is weaker than a sufficient condition. If we determine that a sufficient condition is satisfied (e.g., a scenario has actually happened), we may conclude that the hypothesis is true. But we cannot draw such a conclusion just because we have discovered an indicator. However, we may be more or less inclined to conclude that the hypothesis is true, based on the strength of the indicator. Therefore, Disciple-CD distinguishes between three types of indicators, of different strengths: "likely indicator", "very likely indicator", and "almost certain indicator". A "likely indicator" is one which, if discovered to be true, would lead Disciple-CD to conclude that the considered hypothesis is likely. Similarly, a "very likely indicator" would lead to the conclusion that the hypothesis is very likely, and an "almost certain indicator" would lead to the conclusion that the hypothesis is almost certain. Now if I is a likely indicator of H and the likeliness of I is assessed to be almost certain, then Disciple-CD concludes that the likeliness of H is likely, the minimum between likely and almost certain. In general, the likeliness of a hypothesis H based on an indicator I is the minimum between the likeliness of the indicator and the strength of the indicator (which could be likely, very likely, or almost certain). Disciple-CD does not consider the type "certain indicator" because this would be a sufficient condition. It also does not consider the type "no support indicator". Indeed, if it does not provide any support to the hypothesis, then it is not an indicator of it.
Abstraction of Reasoning
Analyses of complex hypotheses from masses of evidence result in the generation of very large reasoning trees, some with thousands of nodes. To help develop, browse, understand, and update such a complex analysis, Disciple-CD enables the analyst to develop an abstraction of it which only shows the abstracted names of the main subproblems considered in the analysis. The analyst only needs to click on the hypothesis to be abstracted and specify its abstraction. The use of abstractions changes the view of the analysis tree as illustrated in Figure 3 and explained in the following.
The left panel in Figure 3 shows the abstraction of the entire analysis tree. The nodes in this tree are abstractions of the main hypothesis analysis problems from the detailed analysis, and their solutions. In particular, the top node of the abstract tree corresponds to the top node of the detailed tree in Figure 2 . This node has four children: reasons, desire, capabilities to acquire, and capabilities to use. These are the abstractions of the four subproblems of the top problem in Figure 2 . The analyst can expand an abstract hypothesis (to show its abstract sub-hypotheses) by clicking on its "+" label. Clicking on a "-" label collapses the tree.
When the analyst clicks on an abstract hypothesis, such as "production material: almost certain" in the left panel of Figure 3 , Disciple-CD displays its detailed reduction in the right panel. The detailed reduction shows the full descriptions of the problems, the question/answer pair, and the synthesis functions. The abstract reduction and the corresponding detailed reduction are also shown in Table 3 . Table 3 An abstract reduction and the corresponding detailed reduction from Figure 3 production material: almost certain business: certain easy acquisition: almost certain is the abstraction of
We have to:
Assess whether Aum Shinrikyo has access to production material for sarin-based weapons. almost certain (max) Which is a strategy? Establish a business that has a plausibly legitimate reason to easily acquire production material.
almost certain (min) Therefore we have to: Assess whether Aum Shinrikyo is involved in a business that has a plausibly legitimate reason to acquire production material for sarin-based weapons. certain (max) Assess whether it is relatively easy for a legitimate business to acquire production material for sarin-based weapons. almost certain (max)
Hypotheses in Search of Evidence
Up to this point we have discussed how a hypothesis is reduced to simpler and simpler hypotheses, down to the level of hypotheses that are to be directly assessed based on relevant evidence. But how can the analyst find relevant evidence? With an analytic tool based on the well-known Analysis of Competing Hypotheses method (Heuer, 1999, pp. 77-88; Heuer, 2008, pp. 251 -265) , where no argumentation structure is built, the analyst receives no guidance on how to search for evidence that is relevant to the initial hypothesis that Aum Shinrikyo is pursuing sarin-based weapons. Therefore evidence collection is a very difficult task whose result has a direct influence on the quality of the performed analysis.
With Disciple-CD, we put this hypothesis at work to guide us in the collection of relevant evidence, as was discussed in Section 2 and illustrated in the right side of Figure  1 . More specifically, as discussed in Section 3, we successively decompose our hypothesis into simpler and simpler hypotheses, and then search for evidence that is relevant to the leaf hypotheses. But this is a much simpler task because the leaf hypotheses are much more precise and limited in scope. Indeed, it is one thing to look for evidence that Aum Shinrikyo is pursuing sarin-based weapons (the top-level hypothesis in Figure 2 ), and quite another thing to look for evidence that, for instance, Aum Shinrikyo has access to significant funds (a leaf hypothesis in Figure 2) . What, in fact, we have done, was to reduce the complex task of searching for evidence for the top hypothesis, to simpler tasks of searching for evidence for the leaf hypotheses. Now, to search for evidence that is relevant to the leaf hypotheses, Disciple-CD guides us to associate search criteria with them, and to invoke various search engines on the Internet, as illustrated in Figure 4 . The top part of this figure shows the leaf hypothesis "Aum Shinrikyo preaches that there is an imminent apocalypse" for which there is currently no evidence. The bottom part shows two search criteria defined by the analyst: "Aum Shinrikyo preaches imminent apocalypse" and "Aum Shinrikyo predicts apocalypse". The analyst can invoke BING, GOOGLE, or YAHOO with any one of these criteria to search for relevant evidence on the Internet. Other search engines could be integrated with Disciple-CD to search in other repositories. Figure 5 illustrates how the analyst has defined a new item of evidence in Disciple-CD, and has associated it with a hypothesis it favors. The analyst has clicked on the [NEW] label in the upper left pane, and Disciple-CD has opened an editor in the right pane where the analyst has defined the name (e.g. EVD-002-material-acquisition) and the description of the item of evidence, as shown in the upper right side of Figure 5 . The bottom part of the right pane, under the label Irrelevant to, shows the leaf hypotheses, each followed by the labels [FAVORS] and [DISFAVORS] . The analyst has indicated that EVD-002-materialacquisition favors the hypothesis "it is relatively easy for a legitimate business to acquire production material for sarin based weapons" by clicking on its [FAVORS] label. As a result, Disciple-CD has created the new label Favors and has moved this hypothesis under it, as shown in Figure 5 . At the same time, Disciple-CD has introduced the evidence item into the reasoning tree, as will be discussed in the next section. 
Figure 4 Evidence collection
Evidence-based Assessment
Now we present how Disciple-CD assesses the leaf hypotheses of the argumentation structure, based on the identified relevant evidence. Before continuing the concrete example from the previous section, we present an abstract example where the hypothesis to be directly analyzed by evidence is Q (see Figure 6 ). How likely is Q, based only on E k * and assuming that E k * is true?
How likely is it that E k * is true?
How likely is Q based only on E k *?
Let us begin by discussing how to assess the probability of hypothesis Q based only on one item of favoring evidence E k * (see the bottom of Figure 6 ). First notice that we call this likeliness of Q, and not likelihood, because in classic probability theory likelihood is P(E*|Q), while here we are interested in P(Q|E*), the posterior probability of Q given E*. With Disciple-CD, to assess Q based only on E k *, we have three judgments to make by answering three questions:
The relevance question is: How likely is Q, based only on E k * and assuming that E k * is true? If E k * tends to favor Q, then our answer should be one of the values from likely to certain. If E k * is not relevant to Q, then our answer should be no support, because E k * provides no support to the truthfulness of Q. If, however, E k * tends to disfavor Q, then it should be moved under the negation, or the complement of Q, that is under Q c , because it provides support for the truthfulness of Q c .
The believability question is: How likely is it that E k * is true? Here the answer should be one of the values from no support to certain. The maximal value, certain, means that we are sure that the event E k reported in E k * has indeed happened. The minimal value, no support, means that E k * provides us no reason to believe that the event E k reported in E k * has happened. For example, we believe that the source of E k * has lied to us.
The inferential force or weight question is: How likely is Q based only on E k *? Disciple-CD automatically determines this answer as the minimum of the relevance and believability answers. Indeed, to believe that Q is true based only on E k *, E k * should be both relevant to Q and believable.
When we assess a hypothesis Q, we may have several items of evidence, some favoring Q and some disfavoring Q. Disciple-CD uses the favoring evidence to assess the likeliness of Q, and the disfavoring evidence to assess the likeliness of Q c . Because the disfavoring evidence for Q is favoring evidence for Q c , the assessment process for Q c is similar to the assessment for Q.
When we have several items of favoring evidence, we evaluate Q based on each of them (as was explained above), and then we compose the obtained results. This is illustrated in Figure 6 where the assessment of Q based only on E i * (almost certain) is composed with the assessment of Q based only on E k * (likely), through the maximum function, to obtain the assessment of Q based only on favoring evidence (almost certain). In this case the use of the maximum function is justified because it is enough to have one item of evidence that is both very relevant and very believable to persuade us that the hypothesis Q is true.
Let us now assume that Q c based only on disfavoring evidence (for Q) is likely. How should we combine this with the assessment of Q based only on favoring evidence? As illustrated at the top of Figure 6 , Disciple-CD uses an on balance judgment: Because Q is almost certain and Q c is likely, it concludes that, based on all available evidence, Q is very likely.
In general, as indicated in the right and upper side of Table 4 , if the assessment of Q c (based on disfavoring evidence for Q) is higher than or equal to the assessment of Q (based on favoring evidence), then we conclude that, based on all the available evidence, there is no support for Q. If, on the other hand, the assessment of Q is strictly greater than the assessment of Q c , then the assessment of Q is decreased, depending on the actual assessment of Q c (see the left and lower side of Table 4 ). One important aspect to notice is that the direct assessment of hypotheses based on favoring and disfavoring evidence is done automatically by Disciple-CD, once the relevance and the believability of evidence are assessed by the analyst.
Another important aspect to notice is that the evaluation of upper level hypotheses (such as those from Figure 2 ), requires the analyst to indicate what function to use when composing the assessments of their direct sub-hypotheses. This was discussed in Section 3. Let us now briefly illustrate the actual use of Disciple-CD to directly assess hypotheses based on relevant evidence. When the analyst associates an item of evidence with a hypothesis, as illustrated in Figure 5 , Disciple-CD automatically generates a decomposition tree like the one in Figure 6 . The bottom part of Figure 7 shows the abstraction of the tree that is automatically generated by Disciple-CD when the analyst indicates that the item of evidence EVD-002-material-acquisition favors the leaf hypothesis "it is relatively easy for a legitimate business to acquire production material for sarin-based weapons."
Disciple-CD automatically generates the reduction from the top of Figure 7 , where the leaf hypothesis is reduced to the elementary hypothesis with the name "it is relatively easy for a legitimate business to acquire production material for sarin based weapons," to be directly assessed based on evidence. This elementary hypothesis corresponds to the hypothesis Q in Figure 6 . Then Disciple-CD decomposes it as shown in the bottom part of Figure 7 . This corresponds to the tree in Figure 6 except that there is only one item of favoring evidence, namely EVD-002-material-acquisition. After that the analyst assesses the relevance of this item of evidence to the considered hypothesis (e.g., almost certain), as well as its believability (e.g., certain), and Disciple-CD automatically composes them, from bottomup, to obtain the assessment of the leaf hypothesis. When the analyst adds additional items of evidence as either favoring or disfavoring evidence, Disciple-CD extends the reasoning tree from Figure 7 as indicated in Figure 6 . 
Believability Assessments based on a Substance-Blind Classification of Evidence
Figures 6 and 7 have illustrated how an analyst may directly assess the believability of an item of evidence. However, Disciple-CD has a significant amount of knowledge about the various types of evidence and its believability credentials, enabling an analyst to perform a much deeper believability analysis, as will be discussed in this section. The analyst may wish to perform such a detailed believability analysis for those items of evidence that are critical to the final result of the analysis. We will start with presenting a classification of evidence which is at the basis of the believability analysis. Attempts to categorize evidence in terms of its substance or content would be a fruitless task, the essential reason being that the substance or content of evidence is virtually unlimited. What we have termed a substance-blind classification of evidence refers to a classification of recurrent forms and combinations of evidence, based not on substance or content, but on the inferential properties of evidence (Schum, 2001a, pp. 114 -130) . In what follows, we identify specific attributes of the believability of various recurrent types of evidence without regard to their substance or content.
Here is an important question we are asked to answer regarding the individual kinds of evidence we have: How do you, the analyst, stand in relation to this item of evidence? Can you examine it for yourself to see what events it might reveal? If you can, we say that the evidence is tangible in nature. But suppose instead you must rely upon other persons, assets, or informants, to tell you about events of interest. Their reports to you about these events are examples of testimonial evidence. Figure 8 shows a substanceblind classification of evidence based on its believability credentials. This classification is discussed in the following sections.
Tangible Evidence
There is an assortment of tangible items we might encounter and that could be examined by an intelligence analyst. Both IMINT and SIGINT provide various kinds of sensor records and images that can be examined. MASINT and TECHINT provide various objects such as soil samples and weapons that can be examined. COMINT can provide audio recordings of communications that can be overheard and translated if the communication has occurred in a foreign language. Documents, tabled measurements, charts, maps and diagrams or plans of various kinds are also tangible evidence.
There are two different kinds of tangible evidence: real tangible evidence and demonstrative tangible evidence (Lempert et al., 2000 (Lempert et al., , pp. 1146 (Lempert et al., -1148 Demonstrative tangible evidence does not concern things themselves but only representations or illustrations of these things. Examples include diagrams, maps, scale models, statistical or other tabled measurements, and sensor images or records of various sorts such as IMINT, SIGINT, and COMINT. Demonstrative tangible evidence has three believability attributes. The first concerns its authenticity. For example, suppose we obtain a hand drawn map from a captured insurgent showing the locations of various groups in his insurgency organization. Has this map been deliberately contrived to mislead our military forces or is it a genuine representation of the locations of these insurgency groups?
The second believability attribute is accuracy of the representation provided by the demonstrative tangible item. The accuracy question concerns the extent to which the device that produced the representation of the real tangible item had a degree of sensitivity (resolving power or accuracy) that allows us to tell what events were observed. We would be as concerned about the accuracy of the hand-drawn map allegedly showing insurgent group locations as we would about the accuracy of a sensor in detecting traces of some physical occurrence. Different sensors have different resolving power that also depends on various settings of their physical parameters (e.g., the settings of a camera).
The third major attribute, reliability, is especially relevant to various forms of sensors that provide us with many forms of demonstrative tangible evidence. A system, sensor, or test of any kind is reliable to the extent that the results it provides are repeatable or consistent. You say that a sensing device is reliable if it provides the same image or report on successive occasions on which this device is used. The left side of Figure 9 shows how Disciple-CD assesses the believability of an item of demonstrative tangible evidence E i * as the minimum of its authenticity, accuracy, and reliability. 
Testimonial Evidence
For testimonial evidence we have two basic sources of uncertainty: competence and credibility. The reason why it is more appropriate to talk about the believability of testimonial evidence (rather than credibility) is that believability is a broader concept that includes both competence and credibility considerations. The first question to ask related to competence is whether this source actually made the observation the source claims to have made or had access to the information the source reports. The second competence question concerns whether this source understood what was being observed well enough to provide us with an intelligible account of what was observed. Thus competence involves access and understandability. Assessments of human source credibility require consideration of entirely different attributes: veracity (or truthfulness), objectivity, and observational sensitivity under the conditions of observation (Schum, 1989) . Here is an account of why these are the major attributes of testimonial credibility. First, is this source telling us about an event this source believes to have occurred? This source would be untruthful if he/she did not believe the reported event actually occurred. So, this question involves the source's veracity. The second question involves the source's objectivity. The question is: Did this source base a belief on sensory evidence received during an observation, or did this source believe the reported event occurred either because this source expected or wished it to occur? An objective observer is one who bases a belief on the sensory evidence instead of desires or expectations. Finally, if the source did base a belief on sensory evidence, how good was this evidence? This involves information about the source's relevant sensory capabilities and the conditions under which a relevant observation was made.
As indicated in Figure 8 , there are several types of testimonial evidence. If the source does not hedge or equivocate about what the source observed (i.e., the source reports that he/she is certain that the event did occur), then we have unequivocal testimonial evidence. If, however, the source hedges or equivocate in any way (e.g., "I'm fairly sure that E occurred") then we have equivocal testimonial evidence. The first question we would ask this source of unequivocal testimonial evidence is: How did you obtain information about what you have just reported? It seems that this source has three possible answers to this question. The first answer is: "I made a direct observation myself." In this case we have unequivocal testimonial evidence based upon direct observation. The second possible answer is: "I did not observe this event myself but heard about its occurrence (or nonoccurrence) from another person." Here we have a case of secondhand or hearsay evidence, called unequivocal testimonial evidence obtained at second hand. A third answer is possible: "I did not observe event E myself nor did I hear about it from another source. But I did observe events C and D and inferred from them that event E definitely occurred." This is called testimonial evidence based on opinion and it raises some very difficult questions. The first concerns the source's credibility as far as his/her observation of events C and D; the second involves our examination of whether we ourselves would infer E based on events C and D. This matter involves our assessment of the source's reasoning ability. It might well be the case that we do not question this source's credibility in observing events C and D, but we question the conclusion that event E occurred the source has drawn from his/her observations. We would also question the certainty with which the source has reported the opinion that E occurred. Despite the source's conclusion that "event E definitely occurred", and because of many sources of uncertainty, we should consider that testimonial evidence based on opinion is a type of equivocal testimonial evidence.
There are two other types of equivocal testimonial evidence. The first we call completely equivocal testimonial evidence. Asked whether event E occurred or did not, our source says: "I don't know", or "I can't remember".
But there is another way a source of HUMINT can equivocate; the source can provide probabilistically equivocal testimonial evidence in various ways: "I'm 60 percent sure that event E happened"; or "I'm fairly sure that E occurred"; or "It is very likely that E occurred". We could look upon this particular probabilistic equivocation as an assessment by the source of his/her own observational sensitivity.
The right side of Figure 9 shows how Disciple-CD assesses the believability of an item of testimonial evidence based upon direct observation by a source, as the minimum of source's competence and credibility. Source's competence is assessed as the minimum of his/her access and understandability, while source's credibility is assessed as the minimum of his/her veracity, objectivity, and observational sensitivity.
Missing Evidence
To say that evidence is missing entails that we must have had some basis for expecting we could obtain it. There are some important sources of uncertainty as far as missing evidence is concerned. In certain situations missing evidence can itself be evidence. Consider some form of tangible evidence, such as a document, that we have been unable to obtain. There are several reasons for our inability to find it, some of which are more important than others. First, it is possible that this tangible item never existed in the first place; our expectation that it existed was wrong. Second, the tangible item exists but we have simply been looking in the wrong places for it. Third, the tangible item existed at one time but has been destroyed or misplaced. Fourth, the tangible item exists but someone is keeping it from us. This fourth consideration has some very important inferential implications including denial and possibly deception. An adverse inference can be drawn from someone's failure to produce evidence.
Accepted Facts
There is one final category of evidence about which we would never be obliged to assess its believability. Tabled information of various sorts such as tide tables, celestial tables, tables of physical or mathematical results such as probabilities associated with statistical calculations, and many other tables of information we would accept as being believable provided that we used these tables correctly. For example, an analyst would not be obliged to prove that temperatures in Iraq can be around 120 degrees Fahrenheit in summer months, or that the population of Baghdad is greater than that of Basra.
Mixed Evidence and Chains of Custody
We have just described a categorization of individual items of evidence. But there are situations in which individual items can reveal various mixtures of the types of evidence shown in Figure 8 . One example is testimonial evidence about tangible evidence where a source describes a weapon observed at a scene of a crime. Another example is a tangible document containing a testimonial assertion based on other alleged tangible evidence. As a concrete example, EVD-002-material-acquisition in Figure 5 is a statement in the copy of a research report on Aum Shinrikyo by the authors of that report (Danzig et al., 2011) . This is an item of tangible evidence about testimonial evidence and Disciple-CD analyzes its believability as shown in Figure 10 . It considers the authenticity and the accuracy of the copy of the report, and the believability of the authors of the report. Further on, Disciple-CD reduces the authors' believability to their competence and credibility. Finally it reduces the authors' competence to their access and understandability, and their credibility to their veracity, objectivity, and observational sensitivity. The analyst may now assess these lowest level credentials, and Disciple-CD automatically determines the believability of EVD-002-material-acquisition. Alternatively, the analyst may assess some upper-level credentials, such as competence and credibility, as illustrated in Figure 10 .
Figure 10 Believability analysis of tangible evidence about testimonial evidence
But the believability analysis of an item of evidence can be even more complicated. Very rarely, if ever, has the analyst access to the original evidence. Most often, what is being analyzed is an item of evidence that has undergone a series of transformations through a chain of custody ). Here we have borrowed an important concept from the field of law where a chain of custody refers to the persons or devices having access to the original source evidence, the time at which they had such access, and what they did to the original evidence when they had access to it. These chains of custody add three major sources of uncertainty for intelligence analysts to consider, that are associated with the persons in chains of custody whose competence and credibility need to be considered. The first and most important question involves authenticity: Is the evidence received by the analyst exactly what the initial evidence was and is it complete? The other questions involve assessing the reliability and accuracy of the processes used to take various actions on the evidence in the chain of custody. As an illustration, consider an item of testimonial HUMINT coming from a foreign national whose code name is "Wallflower", who does not speak English. Wallflower gives his report to the case officer Bob. This report is recorded by Bob and then translated by Husam. Then Wallflower's translated report is transmitted to the report's officer Marsha who edits it and transmits it to the analyst Clyde who evaluates it. Figure 11 shows how Disciple-CD may determine the believability of the evidence received by the analyst. A more detailed discussion is provided in . The case officer might have intentionally overlooked details in his recording of Wallflower's report. Thus, as shown at the bottom of Figure 11 , the believability of the recorded testimony of Wallflower is the minimum between the believability of Wallflower and the believability of the recording. Then Husam, the translator, may have intentionally altered or deleted parts of this report. Thus, the believability of the translated recording is the minimum between the believability of the recorded testimony and the believability of the translation by Husam. Then Marsha, the report's officer, might have altered or deleted parts of the translated report of Wallflower's testimony in her editing of it, and so on. The result of these actions is that Clyde, the analyst receiving this evidence, almost certainly did not receive an authentic and complete account of it, nor did he receive a good account of its reliability and accuracy. What Clyde received was the transmitted, edited, translated, recorded testimony of Wallflower. Although the information to make such an analysis will not, in most cases, be available, the analyst should adjust the confidence in his conclusion, in recognition of these factors.
Drill-down Analysis, Assumption-based Reasoning, and What-If Scenarios
A major objective of intelligence analysis is to help insure that the policies and decisions reached by the governmental and military leaders, at all levels, are well informed. The policy-relevance of analytic "products" is a goal routinely kept in mind. Analysts face different requirements in their efforts to serve these policy and decision-making "customers". In some cases current analyses are required to answer questions that are of immediate interest and that do not allow analysts time for extensive research and deliberation on available evidence regarding the questions being asked. In other cases, teams of analysts participate in more lengthy analyses that combine evidence from every available source to make long-term assessments on matters of current and abiding interest.
An important feature of Disciple-CD is that it allows an analyst to perform analyses at different levels of detail. What this means is that a hypothesis may be reduced to many levels of sub-hypotheses or just a few levels that are then assessed based on relevant evidence. The same applies to assessing the believability of evidence. The analyst may directly assess it, as was illustrated in Figure 7 where the believability of EVD-002-material-acquisition was assessed as certain. But if EVD-002-material-acquisition has an important influence on the result of the analysis, then the analyst may perform a deeper believability analysis, as was illustrated in Figure 10 , where the analyst assessed lower level believability credentials: the authenticity and the accuracy of EVD-002-materialacquisition, and the competence and the credibility of its source. The analyst could have drilled even deeper to assess the source's veracity, objectivity, and observational sensitivity, instead of source's credibility.
It may also happen that the analyst does not have the time or the evidence to assess a sub-hypothesis, in which case he/she may make various assumptions with respect to its likeliness. Consider, for example, the analysis from Figure 2 and the four sub-hypotheses of the top-level hypothesis. Two of these sub-hypotheses have been analyzed as discussed in the previous sections. However, for the other two sub-hypotheses the analyst has made the following assumptions:
It is certain that Aum Shinrikyo desires to acquire and use sarin-based weapons. It is very likely that Aum Shinrikyo is developing capabilities to use sarin-based weapons.
Assumptions are distinguished from system-computed assessments by the fact that the assumed probabilities have a yellow background. The analyst may provide justifications for the assumptions made. He/she may also experiment with various what-if scenarios, where he/she makes different assumptions to determine their influence on the final result of the analysis.
Thus Disciple-CD gives the analyst the flexibility to perform the analysis that makes the best use of his/her time constraints and available evidence.
Learning and Reuse of Analytic Expertise
Disciple-CD is a cognitive agent which includes a significant amount of knowledge about evidence and its credentials, enabling it to perform the reasoning discussed in the previous sections. It has been developed by using the Disciple learning agent shell (Tecuci et al., 2013) . As such, it has various learning capabilities, some to be used by expert analysts with limited knowledge engineering support, and some by end-user analysts by themselves, with no support. For example, Disciple-CD may be taught by an expert analyst (with limited support from a knowledge engineer) in a way that is similar to how the expert would teach a student, through examples and explanations, and by supervising and correcting agent's reasoning. In essence, the expert will show the agent a sample reasoning tree like the one in Figure 2 , and the agent will learn reasoning rules for developing argumentation structures and assessing similar hypotheses (Tecuci 1998; Tecuci et al., 2005; Boicu et al., 2011; 2012) .
Here we only briefly illustrate how Disciple-CD can easily learn analytic expertise directly from an end-user analyst who does not have any knowledge engineering experience, and receives no knowledge engineering support.
Consider again the analysis from Figure 2 . From each reduction step, Disciple-CD learns a reduction pattern. Then, when the analyst analyses a similar hypothesis, such as "Assess whether Z-group has access to expertise for botulinum-based weapons", Disciple-CD suggests a similar reduction, as shown in Figure 12 . The analyst may accept the suggestion or may define a different reduction. 
Conclusions
This paper presented a computational approach to intelligence analysis and its implementation in the Disciple-CD cognitive assistant. This provides a rigorous systematic framework for intelligence analysis as ceaseless discovery of evidence, hypotheses, and arguments in a complex world that is changing all the time. Disciple-CD incorporates a significant amount of knowledge from the science of evidence and uses it in the analysis. It knows about the substance-blind classification of evidence and about the ingredients of believability assessments for tangible as well as testimonial evidence, knowledge which allows it to develop theoretically-justified argumentation structures for believability assessments. It supports the development of relevance arguments linking evidence to hypotheses. It provides simple Baconian-Fuzzy methods for dealing with uncertainty as opposed to elaborate equations or extensive probability assessments necessary in approaches based on Bayes' rule or Belief Functions using Dempster's rule (Schum, 2001a) . It also knows how to analyze various types of hypotheses and enforces necessary conditions for sound analysis, such as considering both favoring and disfavoring evidence, or qualifying each analytic conclusion with the assumptions made.
Disciple-CD is also concerned about the many demands placed on analysts and does allow for particular simplification methods. However, these simplifications are not mandated but chosen by the analyst. In particular, Disciple-CD allows the analyst to drilldown to various levels in the analysis at hand, to make assumptions concerning various verbal assessments of uncertainty, and to revise these assumptions in light of new evidence.
The use of Disciple-CD for intelligence analysis education in various civilians, military, and intelligence organizations is supported by a textbook which contains numerous case studies of analysis, enabling a quite unique learning by doing experience (Tecuci et al., 2011c) . The types of hypotheses that Disciple-CD has been taught to analyze include: A non-state actor has nuclear weapons; A state actor is pursuing a nuclear program for military purposes; A state actor is pursuing a nuclear program for economic purposes; There is an ambush threat at a certain location; A terrorist organization will set-off a dirty bomb in a certain location; A government will crack down on its opposition; The government of a country supports the insurgency in another country, A professor would be a good PhD advisor for a student; A website is believable, etc.
